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The Great Wall of China
By Michaud, Sabrina;Jan, Michel

Abbeville Press, New York, New York, U.S.A., 2001. Hardcover. Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition:
Fine/New. Michaud Photos (illustrator). NEW! Gift Quality First Edition HC copy, still in publisher's
shrinkwrap. 270 pp., profusely illustrated. Text by Michel Jan. A photographical survey of the Great
Wall as it snakes across the vastness of China's northern borders, along with paintings, sculptures,
and scrolls depicting life along the wall through the centuries. Here also are evocative portraits of
the nomads of the steppes who live near the wall, in much the same way as their ancestors. The text
recounts the complete history of the wall, from the time it was begun during the Qin Dynasty 22
centuries ago to keep out strangers, to the era when it was used to expand the empire into Central
Asia, to the period it was used as a trading route facilitating commerce along the Silk Road and
later to allow for Buddhist expansion. Included in the text are excerpts from literature and poetry
inspired by the wall that express the Chinese spirit throughout the ages. This copy is PRISTINE!
Binding is strong and tight, pages are clean and bright. No remainder mark. DJ equally Fn, all still
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Reviews
Definitely among the best publication We have possibly read through. I really could comprehended everything using this published e ebook. Its been written
in an exceedingly straightforward way and it is simply a er i finished reading through this ebook through which basically altered me, change the way i
believe.
-- Mr . Ma la chi B lock
The most e ective pdf i ever go through. It is probably the most incredible book i have got study. You wont sense monotony at at any time of the time
(that's what catalogues are for relating to if you check with me).
-- Ahma d Hea ney
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